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Why Prioritize Your Tests 

Systematically? 

The ideal situation for test is that you        
could test everything, but this is often not        
feasible for real-world systems. But it is       
often surprising how a statement like this,       
will allow major functionality to go      
untested, and communicates to people     
that you do not need to test (all) aspects         
(that you know). One must understand      
that it is feasible to cover almost       
everything at a decent cost, so aiming for        

zero-fault tolerance should be a goal for       
most test teams. By using prioritization      
and optimization techniques in a clever      
way - no unnecessary repetitions and      
waste of time is achieved. The more       
automated these processes are - the less       
time is spent on wasteful activities. Instead       
- Adding and complementing the test suite       
with new test cases addressing new      
aspects can be the main concern for the        
testers. 
 
Prioritization of what you are testing can       
mean: 

● Importance: To first make sure     
that within the time given, you have       
created tests for aspects of your      
software that are important to you      



 

overall, or for a specific level or       
loop in the flow 

● Fast Feedback: To reorder an     
existing test suite to increase its      
efficiency during test execution to     
e.g. do the changes to the software       
first, or the last bug-fixes first. 

● Execution schedule: To choose    
when to run which tests at what       
time in the development and     
delivery cycle. 

● Clean-up: To  

● Improve your Automation or    
Test-flow: To select manual or     
semi-manual tests for full    
automation. One example could be     
to automate the test outcome and      

verdict, a difficult thing for     
non-functional testing that could    
involve several steps of post     
processing and analysis.  

 
which allows you to... 
 

● Save time, effort and cost 

● Make sure you focus on what is       
important for you, your    
development speed, your users    
and customers 

● Save on hardware utilization and     
test environment but not repeating     
unnecessary test cases 



 

● Save on energy and power, be      
more sustainable to the    
environment  

● Create a test suite that optimizes      
your test process (e.g. lower cost,      
less time, higher fault detection     
rate) 

● Get an earlier feedback regarding     
faults or success e.g. when you      
have changed something or if you      
have very large test suites 

The main goal is to avoid unnecessary       
repetition of test, e.g. if we already know        
the test will lead to a faulty verdict, it         
should not be repeated, or, if it is not         
expected to give any new information, e.g.       
nothing that impacts this particular test      

case has changed, it should not be       
re-executed.  
 
In many modern systems, the traceability      
of the system to a test is lost and you are           
forced to re-test “everything”, - if you are        
also running in an agile way, this might        
mean you are really wasting resources.      
Here it could be beneficial to build up        
intelligence on what test cases are related       
to what particular code, and utilize      
learning to get “smart” test prioritization      
and scheduling schemes. It is simply      
smart to utilize your test suite as efficiently        
and effective as possible.  
The different methods of test prioritization      
can be used and adapted to achieve       
various goals in various phases of the test        



 

process. By using test prioritization     
methods like test case selection, removal,      
or scheduling, you will be able to improve        
the efficiency in your processes by      
reducing testing effort, time, and cost.  
 
In the case of test case prioritization,       
which is a part of test case scheduling, a         
prioritized and reordered test suite allows      
you to increase the rate of fault detection        
in an early phase of testing without       
compromising on test coverage. This is      
especially interesting for large test suites,      
where an early feedback regarding faults      
is often beneficial.  
Prioritizing Safety Critical code 
It is noteworthy that when you optimize       
and prioritize testing using safety-critical     

code, it is often required by standards,       
e.g. ISO/IEC 26262 to state the reasons       
for how and in what way you did your test          
case selection, ordering and prioritization.  

 
Figure 1. Two aspects of test automation 



 

When to Prioritize Your Tests - in               

your Development & Test Process 

Prioritization is done all the time, both with        
a long and short time-scale. When we talk        
about a long time, it could for a software         
systems entire life-cycle be years or      
decades, but the normal context for most       
software development and test activities it      
is done on a daily basis, and even every         
hour or “on demand”. This means that       
methods of test prioritization can be      
applied from the moment you design your       
requirements and choose what you are to       
test, from decisions to what test cases       
your are to automate, but most often we        
mean in the execution phase, or in the        

regression test phase: In other words,      
every time you run your tests during at        
every level of testing.  
 
The absolute first prioritization is done      
when you are in the process of creating        
tests. How do you select what test cases        
should be written? What is the “best set”        
that would sufficiently test you software      
system given a specific quality criteria?      
The goal should be to test the best you         
can with the time given, and a multitude of         
techniques, ways of writing tests etc can       
aid you in that prioritization, which is called        
“Test Design”. We will not discuss these       
test design methods further in this booklet. 
 



 

More important is to know that the earlier        
you start to plan for test prioritization in        
your testing process, the easier it will be to         
actually implement and use prioritization     
methods. To utilize test prioritization, it      
might be necessary to make changes to       
your existing test process, which means      
additional cost and man hours for      
implementation. Changing an existing test     
suite to allow for efficient prioritization can       
be a lot more work than having your test         
model optimized for prioritization from the      
beginning.  
A very simple thing is that prioritized and        
main requirements with a corresponding     
key test cases, would from the beginning       
marked with “regression test” - since it       
must always work. One such example      

could be to prioritize test cases that       
traverses a large part of the system       
functionality, often called “End-to End test      
cases”.  
 
So far, we only talked about when to start         
implementing test prioritization schemes.    
Another important topic is when to actually       
use your implemented test prioritization     
methods. This depends on various factors,      
for one the cost of utilizing it. Another        
factor that impacts cost is the actual size        
of the test suite. If you have thousands of         
developers adding code and test cases      
simultaneously - your prioritization will look      
very different than if you look at a small         
team owning one repository for one piece       
of software. Size matters. 



 

 
Generally speaking, using a prioritization     
method will always be beneficial as soon       
as a full execution of an existing test suite         
will either be too expensive regarding cost       
or time. For example, if a full execution of         
a test suite takes several days and an        
early feedback regarding faults is     
necessary, it is beneficial to only execute       
the important test cases which are      
determined by the prioritization. A goal      
here could be to return information within       
minutes of a change - or for some systems         
within the hour. We all want answers       
immediately - but getting a result of a        
complex test suite, might be sometimes      
needed more computational time than     
available.  

 
Alternatively, if the test suite is prioritized       
using adequate methods and metrics to      
increase the fault detection rate early in       
the testing process, the entire test suite       
can still be executed - but most of the         
faults will be reported in the first few hours         
of test execution (assuming that an      
efficient prioritization method has been     
chosen). A goal could be “small changes       
-fast feedback, big changes - takes a bit        
longer.''  

Prioritization Versus Development     

Methodologies 

For software development different    
standard approaches exist in order to      



 

achieve a certain quality. Depending on      
the project and its boundary conditions the       
waterfall approach, the Agile/Scrum    
approach, or the DevOps approach might      
be suiting. Regardless of the chosen      
approach a prioritization technologies are     
useful, as software systems is known to       
evolve over time. 

Some Different Prioritizations 

First you must decide what the key quality        
attributes are to know what to prioritize in        
your test of your system. It is often our first          
priority to test the functionality or features       
that our customer demands. This testing      
phase has its own requirements regarding      
the test process which are often different       

to those of later regression testing.      
Depending on where you are in your       
testing process (or which level of      
automation you have already reached),     
we can differentiate between different     
prioritization approaches: 

1. Initial test prioritization (what 
requirements or aspects of 
requirements to prioritize 

2. Regression testing or Retesting 
(when you have found a bug or 
done any slight change or update 
to your hardware or software in 
you system). 

3. Automated prioritization for 
variable CI/CD testing - where you 
might have one too many “loops” 
of test case evaluation. 



 

 
Each type has two major steps: The       
selection and the ordering of execution.  

What to test? 
The general question here is: What do I        
actually have to test? Meaning, we want to        
know what aspects we have to create test        
cases for; also called “defining the test       
scope”. This question can most of the time        
only be answered generally, because it      
really depends on what kind of software       
you are developing and what your      
customer requirements are. 
 
There can be a variety of factors that        
influence your decision - but in most of the         

cases, it should at least satisfy the       
stakeholders. 
 
Example of stakeholders are:  

- Customers 
- Users of systems 
- Company strategy 
- Economic situation 

 
Most other aspects can be summed up as        
TEST CRITERIA: 

- Requirements/User Stories (if it    
was important to describe in a      
requirement - it is important to test       
that it fulfills the requirement) 

- Non-functional aspects (e.g. using    
quality attributes from the ISO/IEC     
std 25010) 



 

- Necessity of certification and    
standardization adherence (there could be     
some necessity test that must be      
executed) 
  
We could also assume we already have a        
test suite existing. If it is a manual set of          
test cases, we will be forced to select        
carefully among which of these tests we       
have time to test again, in addition to the         
re-test necessary for tests that revealed      
faults. Such an existing test suite can be        
prioritized using the same prioritization     
metrics that are used for prioritization type       
3 (see chapter: “Type 3: Prioritization for       
your variable CI/CD testing”). However,     
the goal of testing (increasing fault      

detection rate, decreasing risk etc.) might      
be a different one.  

Manual Test Case Selection for     
Regression Testing 
If you have automated your testing      
process - this choice would appear trivial:       
You simply test everything again. When      
you work e.g. agile with a continuous build        
and test manner, and have automated      
most of your tests, you are likely to        
encounter these problems quickly: 

1. The time to run all tests is too long 
2. The number of tests is too high (for 

the time given) 
3. It is a waste of energy and 

resources to rerun every test 



 

4. That currently run tests are not 
related or important for the 
moment 

 
Then you need to select among your       
automated suite of tests to choose in       
which order you want to test them. 
 

Select Test cases for Regression     
Testing 
As mentioned, this assumes that you are       
working manually, otherwise you would go      
for our next automated test selection (as       
the test case is already implemented). 
 
Various prioritization criteria may be     

applied to the regression test suite. Test       
cases can be prioritized in terms of: 
● random 
● total or additional coverage  1

● failure rates 
● fault exposing potential  

of the test cases. Test case prioritization       
can help with detecting high risk faults       
earlier in the testing life cycle, improving       
the detection of regression errors related      
to code changes, enhancing the coverage      
of the code and making a system reliable.        
Test case prioritization thus helps in      

1 Note, there are many different coverage,       
statement, branch/decision, basic condition,    
MC/DC, Mutation, Model, etc... check out our       
other TESTOMAT Booklet on Coverage to      
learn more about this. 



 

reducing the effort and therefore time and       
cost of testing [7]. 
 
Manual prioritization also covers the     
prioritization process when deciding which     
test cases are automated first. This first       
selection can be done by choosing test       
cases that: 

● “cover” as many different aspects of the       
system under test as possible (code,      
model, system architecture, modules,    
functionality, requirements,  
non-functional aspects, etc.) 

● need re-testing (that found a fault in the        
earlier version) and still has to be       

confirmed as “fault-free” (note that this      2

option does not necessarily mean you      
should automate for it) 

● you think has a high probability of finding        
a fault (e.g error guessing)  

Automated Prioritization For   
Variable CI/CD Testing 
Changing the software to correct faults or       
add new functionality can cause the      
existing functionality to regress,    
introducing new faults. To avoid such kind       
of defects, software can be retested after       

2 It is important to note that in software         
testing, tests can be used to show the        
presence of bugs, but never to show their        
absence! 



 

modification which is known as regression      
testing. Regression testing is known to be       
one of the most expensive parts of       
software maintenance and therefore, it is      
necessary to prioritize test cases in test       
suites. Several techniques are available     
for prioritizing the test cases to accelerate       
the rate of fault detection in regression       
testing. Some existing approaches rely on      
requirement coverage. These approaches    
consider prioritization as an unordered,     
independent and one-time model. They do      
not take into account the performance of       
test cases [6]. 
 
When choosing a regression test     
selection, a goal oriented approach is      
generally a good idea. Here, a test       

selection for regression testing can be      
chosen according to one or more of the        
following goals: 
● Increase fault detection rate 
● Decrease risk of faults 
● Decrease testing time 
● Decrease cost of testing 
● Feature-based prioritization focused   

on testing of current development  
● A mix of those described by an       

optimization problem: maximize test    
coverage for a limited available testing      
time 

 
An automated prioritization of your     
regression testing could be based on one       
or several of the following prioritization      
metrics: 



 

● Coverage (additional) based on 
○ Configuration  
○ Test Environment 
○ System architecture, structure 
○ Customer prioritization 
○ Code Coverage in case of white 

box testing [1] 
○ Model Coverage in case of black 

box testing 
○ N-F Quality Attributes  

● Time for execution of TC [8] 
● Type of TC (Level, or specific quality 

attribute) 
● Resources required 

○ Availability of Test Environment 
(context) needed 

● History of TC 

○ Latest 1- x test results 
(pass/fail) [4] 

○ How long ago a TC was last 
executed 

○ When a TC was introduced 
(age) 

● Code Churn (based on latest 
changes of the code) [19] 
○ Dependability analysis 
○ Static Analysis 
○ Build information 

● Dependency in group, If 
verdict/results reacts “together” in 
a group - only select one in a 
group of “similar” TC 

● Code complexity or model 
complexity 

● Requirements 



 

○ Requirement changes [2] 
○ Requirement complexity [2] 

● Risk-based metrics [3] 
● Error-Probability-based metrics 

○ Based on Bayesian networks 
[5] 

● Other constraints - e.g. goal to 
fulfill  

Example of such selection criteria for      
different ordering or group’s are:  

● Time/Duration to execute the Test     
suite overall (or a specific TC) 

● “group”, e.g. Smoke tests,    
Functional tests, Non-functional   
tests 

 

 

 

How Do You Implement Test     
Prioritization? 
Implementing an effective and robust test      
prioritization process that doesn’t    
jeopardize the software quality in the long       
term requires a certain amount of planning       
and a clear definition of prioritization      
goals. The benefit of prioritization however      
will outweigh the initial cost of setup by        
reducing test execution time and cost for       
regression testing. Comparing testing with     
an industrial process, parallels to lean      
manufacturing can be drawn. Instead of      
running all the tests all the time, test        
prioritization tries to identify those tests      
that add value (by finding faults and aiding        
in improving software quality) and reduce      
test cases which add only minimal or no        



 

value at all. Comparing test prioritization      
with just-in-time manufacturing, it can be      
argued that it might be more beneficial to        
run only those tests at a time, which are         
actually necessary for reaching a certain      
testing goal. 
 
While concrete prioritization methods differ     
a lot based on which testing goals they        
were designed for, often a first      
prioritization-like step can be identified.     
Prioritization helps in identifying all test      
cases which aid in reaching a certain       
testing goal. To give an example, imagine       
a test suite for which full execution takes a         
whole week. Prioritizing the test suite and       
running those test cases, which were      
identified as being the most important      

according to some metric first, will allow       
for a much earlier feedback to the testers.        
Test prioritization methods are therefore     
basically trying to identify the most      
important test cases based on some      
metric and rearrange the execution order      
of the test suite. 
 
Consider the following example excerpted     
from [18] where a test suite is composed        
of 5 test cases (i.e., A, B, C, D, E). The           
ability of each test case to detect faults is         
presented in the following table. 

 
 
 
 



 

Table 1. Fault Matrix for test cases

 
Suppose we “randomly” sort test cases of 
the test suite in order A-B-C-D-E. We can 
measure how rapidly a test suite detects 
faults by using the weighted Average of 
the Percentage of Faults Detected 
(APFD). The values range from 0 to 100, 
while a higher APFD means faster fault 
detection rate. In this example, the APFD 
metric obtained from this “random” order is 
50%. However, if the prioritized order is 

C-E-B-A-D, the obtained APFD metric is 
84%. It can be observed that when the 
test suite is ordered based on suitable 
prioritization, faults are detected earlier. 

 
Figure 2. APFD-Graph for prioritized and 
randomly sorted test orders 
 
A step further from simple prioritization      
methods are test selection techniques.     



 

Instead of only reordering the test suite,       
the number of total test cases that are        
actually run is reduced by selecting only       
the most important test cases by some       
metric. A basic selection technique is      
designed by introducing restrictions to a      
prioritization method. The goal for a      
selection method could for example be to       
maximize test coverage with the least      
amount of test cases. Another goal could       
be to run test cases based on some metric         
derived from fault history until a certain       
testing coverage has been reached. 
Test minimization techniques can be     
similar to test selection. However, for test       
minimization the goal is to identify test       
cases which are in some sense redundant       

or no longer needed and therefore      
removed from the test suite permanently. 
A drawback of test selection is that before        
running a test, it is unknown if the test         
case will detect a fault. By omitting certain        
test cases, these faults will not be       
detected. To counter this problem, test      
selection can be combined with a test       
scheduling strategy. Basically, test    
scheduling defines at which times tests      
are run. In combination with a test       
selection method, this allows to run test       
cases that were e.g. selected by different       
prioritization metrics at different times.     
Additionally, full execution of the test suite       
can be planned at certain intervals to       
prevent missing certain faults completely. 
 



 

 
 

Classification of Test Prioritization       

Methods 

In the following, we classify test      
prioritization methods as discussed in the      
previous section. Starting with basic     
prioritization of tests, we discuss methods      
for deciding which test cases are better or        
more important according to some     
prioritization metric. We then continue with      
minimization and selection techniques    
which are usually based on some      
prioritization. Additionally, test scheduling    
based on different sets of selected test       

cases and also different quality levels is       
discussed. 

Test Prioritization (Sorting) 

Test case prioritization techniques involve     
scheduling over test cases in an order that        
improves the performance of regression     
testing. It is not efficient to re-execute       
every test case (a.k.a retest all [12]) for        
every program function if a change occurs,       
but this depends on the size of the test         
suite. Overall the concept of CI/CD test in        
agile methods assumes that all tests are       
to be repeated every time. In a more        
sustainable world, it is worth to save       
energy by not retesting unnecessarily.     
Test case prioritization techniques    



 

organize the test cases in a test suite by         
ordering such that the most beneficial are       
executed first thus allowing for an increase       
in the effectiveness of testing. One of the        
goals is a measure of how quickly faults        
are detected during the testing process. In       
Test Case prioritization, each test case is       
assigned a priority. Priority is set      
according to some criterion and test cases       
with highest priority are scheduled first.      
For instance, criterion may be that the test        
case which has faster code coverage gets       
the highest priority [9]. A list of possible        
prioritization metrics is given in chapter 3       
in this booklet. For ordering the test cases        
for a given criterion, several search      
algorithms can be used. Sorting is of       
course easy for simpler metrics, were you       

simply sort from highest to lowest value or        
reverse (e.g. Total coverage metrics). For      
some metrics, more advanced search     
algorithms might be useful (e.g. Additional      
coverage metric) [1]. 
 

Test minimization 
Different techniques have been proposed     
in literature for test case minimization. The       
techniques include Heuristic H, GRE, and      
Divide and conquer approach, Genetic     
algorithm, selective redundancy,   
TestFilter, Integer Linear Programming    
based DILP, Cluster analysis, set theory      
etc. Many of them generated significant      
reduction in test suite, but it is harder to         
tell which one performs best. Heuristic      



 

based approach produced significant    
reduction but less fault detection     
effectiveness. ILP based approach    
guaranteed minimal set but more complex      
and increased cost. For a technique to be        
efficient it should be good in both -        
reduced test suite size and improved fault       
detection efficiency [10]. Table shows the      
quick overview of common techniques: 
 
Table 2. Test case minimization techniques 
[10] 

Technique Result 

Heuristic H Produced smaller 
size reduced set 

Heuristic GRE Produced optimal 
representative set 

Concept Analysis of 
relation between test 
cases and 
requirements  

Reduced sets were 
either same or less 
in size than greedy 
approach 

Branch coverage and 
all-uses coverage 
obtained by data-flow 
analysis 

Larger test suites 
but better fault 
detection capability 

Statement coverage 
as weight  

This can find 
redundant test 
cases and reduced 
cost 

Dynamic call trees 
for reducing and 
prioritizing test cases 

Constructing call 
trees increase 13% 
testing time 

Combination of 
distribution-based 
and coverage-based 

Reduced test suites 
with less fault 
detection loss 



 

techniques 

Hybrid, multi 
objective genetic 
algorithm with greedy 
approach 

More efficient 
testing decisions 

Genetic algorithm Produced optimal 
sized test-suite 
taking execution 
time and coverage 
factors into account 

Set theory, Greedy 
algorithm  

All requirements 
are covered, 
reduced set same 
as greedy 

Genetic algorithm 
with time constraints  

Reduced test suite 
and low running 
time 

 
  



 

Test Selection 
Test selection is an approach that aims at 
selecting a subset of test cases within a 
specific domain according to a certain test 
goal. They are key for the definition of an 
efficient test strategy that aims to eliminate 
redundant or unnecessary test cases and 
maximize fault detection for a test run, 
usually during regression testing. For 
example, test selection techniques can be 
used to reduce the effort of testing by 
reducing the number of test cases per test 
run and therefore reducing test time and 
cost while keeping the quality of testing at 
an acceptable level. However, unlike 
minimization techniques, test selection 
techniques do not aim to remove test 

cases permanently from the test suite. 
Both academia and industry have made a 
great effort to propose effective 
techniques for the selection of test cases. 
This effort has been reflected in numerous 
studies and reviews [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 
17]. Most of the selection methods found 
in literature are based on heuristics, which 
are not deterministic and based on 
experience or judgement of human 
beings. Therefore there is no guarantee 
that the adoption of a selection method 
build on certain assumptions of the 
heuristic approach will always result in an 
effective test case selection. The most 
usual heuristic approaches for test case 
selection are usually either based on 
random selection, coverage-based 



 

selection or similarity-based selection. For 
random selection, the assumption is that 
random selection of test cases can result 
in an effective test that requires low 
computational cost. For coverage-based 
methods, the aim is to maximize test 
coverage with the least amount of test 
cases. Similarity-based methods are build 
on the assumption that the diversification 
of test cases tends to maximize the fault 
detection ability, because dissimilar test 
cases tend to reveal different faults in a 
program. Usually algorithms for test case 
selection are first prioritizing the given set 
of test cases for a test goal or test criteria 
(e.g. coverage, similarity, cost, risk, time 
based metrics) and then selecting test 
cases by introducing a certain restriction 

(e.g. cost, time, coverage, number of tc). 
Consequently, all test cases with lower 
priority are removed until the given 
restriction is met. However, other 
approaches for test case selection exist 
and their practicability is dependent on the 
test goal as well as the software domain 
they are applied in (Reactive systems, 
mobile devices, web services, embedded 
systems, GUI, etc.). 
Usual methods for TCS found in literature 
are: 

● Random TCS 
● Adaptive Random TCS 
● Genetics Algorithms for TCS 
● Clustering for TCS 
● Greedy-Algorithms for TCS 



 

● Coverage Relationship Model 
based TCS 

● Particle Swarm Optimization for 
TCS 

● Pareto Efficient TCS 
● Fuzzy Logic for TCS 
● Model/Requirement based TCS 

 
Additionally, test case selection is often 
optimized for the different flow stages, 
which is increased for more complex 
systems. Optimization is based based on 
a series of criterion at each point. E.g. if 
you have inner-loop testing, focus is on 
churn and coverage - also new test cases 
are given preference. Here a variety of 
technologies are used. E.g. if you have a 
traceable set of TC and you know exactly 

what test cases are affected (and should 
be selected for regression test) when you 
change a piece code, test selection will be 
trivial. For more complex test selection 
criteria and test goals or if traceability of 
TC is not given, test case selection 
becomes a less trivial problem.  

Test Scheduling in different “loops” 
or test levels (Quality levels) e.g. in 
an Agile Development Flow 
When you have larger software 
system, with more integration points, 
with using and testing dependent of 
different configurations (set up), 
phases or levels of test. In a CI/CD 
continuous development, build and 



 

test. In this context, there are often 
several “levels” of tests that is 
“hidden”. Ways to manage this are e.g. 
separation of e.g. “inner loop” tests 
(unit or structural low level testing).  
When testing on a short, inner loop way, 
the essential aspect is to get feedback for 
the developer that has just created and 
submitted code - to check if it fulfilled the 
quality. In a CI/CD tool chain, the aim is to 
qualify and add test cases at different 
levels, e.g. functional and use case testing 
can then be added, as well as specific 
system test cases. Early levels are often 
simulated to add speed to the process and 
support fast feedback. Some system test 
aspects might only make sense to test in 

real environment, or in a semi-simulated, 
environment. Testing virtually/or simulated 
can be very efficient.  Usually in an Agile 
automated CI/CD flow, the first level is to 
ensure (qualify, test) is that the code churn 
(the changed part of the code) has not 
broken the system.  If using TDD you 
submit the test cases first, and then write 
code to “pass” them - Testing as a 
“requirement specification” (which still 
means you need to complement your test 
suite. You want your test prioritization to 
select your suite for fast d, and for most 
developers the main goal is to check that 
your testing has not altered anything else, 
e.g. e.g. legacy code, has not been 
broken. Assuring a specific change has 
not altered anything else can be very 



 

difficult, in modern parallel, distributed 
systems.  
 

 

Test prioritization in industry 

Ericsson/Telecommunication 
 
Prioritization Problem 
As Ericsson test suites are many, and at        
many levels of tests - often with test flow         
integrating many products, serving a     
multitude of agile teams - In summary,       
Ericsson is executing and thus managing      
millions of test cases. For reasons as said        
in this booklet, fast feedback, finding faults       
early, saving cost and energy, since we       

are testing often, prioritization and smart      
scheduling is a necessity at every level of        
test in the DevOps flow. 
 
Prioritization Metrics and Goals 
Ericsson focuses on machine learning     
based multi-objective algorithms for test     
prioritization, which differ in the different      
loops in the CI flow. On lower level, giving         
feedback to the developer on the latest       
changes are prioritized - specifically     
focused if it breaks the existing build. In        
later stages of testing, prioritization could      
be on specific test beds. Overall, the goal        
is to have efficient, minimal test cases,       
that runs regularly, but that all test cases        
are travers regularly in the flow.  
 



 

Prioritization Methods and Tools 
Ericsson has a set of proprietary tools and        
algorithms to optimize the flow. Most of       
these tools are using machine-learning     
algorithms, with multi-objective goals,    
varying at the stage of testing, level, and        
flow.  
Tools on prioritization must be combined      
with different cost aspects, e.g.     
configurations and hardware. Extensive    
work is done to optimize configurations      
and combinations of equipment. In     
TESTOMAT Project, we have made an      
overview of successful and less     
successful approaches - and tried to      
create a better roadmap of how to       
optimize our different types of selection,      
scheduling and prioritization. Where the     

most difficult prioritization is take place up       
front: To provide sufficient test cases to       
cover requirements “in full” and in all       
aspects of all characteristics.  
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Abbreviations & Terminology  
CI = Continuous Integration 
N-F = Non-Functional (or Extra-functional)     
test (based on quality attributes listed      
other than Functional Suitability in     
ISO/IEC Standard 25010) 
SUT = System Under Test 



 

TC = Test Case or Test Cases 
TCS = Test Case Selection 
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